
 

 

 

Note on the film: The Post (2017) downplays the role that The New York Times had in the leak of 

the Pentagon Papers and emphasizes The Washington Post's involvement. The New York Times 

had not only published the Pentagon Papers before The Washington Post, but set the stage for the 

major legal battle between the press and the United States government. The Times was awarded 

the 1972 Pulitzer Prize for Public Service for its contributions. The 1972 Pulitzer jury of journalists 

noted in their recommendation not only the significance of Ellsberg's Pentagon Papers leak, but 

also that of Times reporters stating their effort was “a combination of investigative reporting, 

analysis, research, and writing — all of which added to a distinctly meritorious public service, not 

only for readers of The Times but also for an entire nation.”  

During and after the film, please address the following questions for a quiz grade. 

1. The Pentagon Papers demonstrated that _____.  

a. the American government engaged in a policy of torture during the Korean War  

b. successive presidential administrations had misled the public regarding the Vietnam War 

c. the Department of Defense was wasting taxpayer money 

d. Russian spies had infiltrated the U.S. government 

 

2. Daniel Ellsberg is most known for _____.  

a. being a Russian spy 

b. supporting Vietnamese communists 

c. releasing the Pentagon Papers 

d. prosecuting war crimes during the Vietnam War 

 

3. In what ways did the release of the Pentagon Papers affect the tenure of President Nixon?  

a. It pressed him to engage in illegal activities and eventually ended his presidency 

b. Nixon immediately ended U.S. involvement in Vietnam and was reelected. 

c. The Nixon administration became more transparent. 

d. He responded by ordering the invasion of North Vietnam. 

 

4. Who released the Pentagon Papers in 1971? 

a. the White House  

b. the New York Times  

c. Columbia University  

d. the Senate Defense Committee 

 

5. Katherine Graham was the _____.  

a. Owner and publisher of the Washington Post 

b. Owner and publisher of the New York Times 

c. Executive editor of the New York Times 

d. Executive editor of the Washington Post 
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6. This film involves the leak and publication of sensitive, classified materials. Since 2006, the 

platform WikiLeaks has acquired and published sensitive information from public and private 

entities; similarly, in 2013 Edward Snowden, a NSA employee, copied and leaked classified 

information. In the space provided, please discuss your position on whether you agree with 

the acquisition and publication of sensitive materials. Is it theft? Treason? Protected speech? 

What action, if any should be taken against those who leak the information? What about those 

who publish the information? If you may use additional paper as needed. Please write legibly. 

              

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

              


